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This supplement is comprised of three database lists:  
1. 137 E-Book Database modules by Subscription,
2. 96   E-Journal Database modules by Subscription, and
3. 23   Multi-Media Audio/Visual Database modules by Subscription
These databases were subscribed or created by East Asian collections in North America. Each list 
covers Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Non-CJK databases. In total, 256 databases modules are 
included in these three lists as of December 2020. Each list consists of the following columns: (1) 
English Title, (2) CJK Title, (3) Romanized Title, (4) Subtitle/Module, (5) Languages, (6) Sub-series, 
(7) Publisher, (8) Description/source, (9) Title counts, and/or (10) Title/Volume/Chapter counts.
For the convenience of readers in North America, the commonly accepted title of the database
usually takes precedence over the database’s original name. For example, CHANT is a known
abbreviation for Chinese Ancient Texts Database 漢達文庫; therefore, the abbreviated name is
listed first, with the English and Chinese titles next to it. The same format is applied to the Vendor
and Publisher columns.
These lists were a collaborative work by CEAL members who have contributed to the compilation, 
editing, and review of the content. Chiaki Sakai, Japanese Studies Librarian and Chair of the 
Committee on Japanese Materials, inputted and reviewed all of the Japanese databases. Michiko Ito 
(Japanese Studies Librarian, University of Kansas) also verified contents with vendors of Japanese 
databases. Susan Xue (U.C. Berkeley and the Chair of the UC System CJK E-Resources Task Force) 
contributed content counts for the University of California system’s Chinese databases 
subscriptions. Our thanks also go to several CEAL Statistics Coordinators who input their locally 
produced databases in East Asian studies. The attached lists are databases which have been 
subscribed by CEAL libraries and they are not an inventory of what databases are available in the 
markets. We hope the databases’ information may also serve e-resource collection development 
needs of East Asian studies librarians.  
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中国司法档案数据库 (江津卷） Zhongguo si fa dang an shu ju ku (Jiangjin juan) Chinese
Shanghai Jiaotong University 
Press and Jiangjin District 
Archives
Covers 1911-1949 judicial archives of Jiangjin County, Sichuan Province.  
http://jiaodapress.com.cn/databases
24000
(Airusheng) Chinese Local Gazetteer Database, 
Series 1
中国方志库, 初集 Zhongguo fang zhi ku 历代省通志及府州县厅志2000种 Chinese 初集 Airudition 爱如生
This database, when finished, will include more than 10,000 pre-modern 
Chinese local gazetteers.  Series I contains 2,000 titles of rare and special 
edition local gazetteers mostly printed in the Ming and Republican Periods, 
roughly from the 15th century up to 1949.  
http://er07.com/home/pro_87.html
2000 2000
(Airusheng) Chinese Local Gazetteer Database, 
Series 2
中国方志库， 二集 Zhongguo fang zhi ku 历代省通志及府州县厅志2000种 Chinese 二集 Airudition  爱如生 http://er07.com/home/pro_87.html 2000 2000
Academia Sinica Scripta Sinica database 中央研究院漢籍電子文獻資料庫  Han ji dian zi wen xian zi liao ku Chinese Academia Sinica (Taiwan) http://hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/ihp/hanji.htm 1044 1044
Airiti Chinese Electronic Proceedings Services (CEPS 
Proceedings)




Airiti (Hua yi shu wei gu fen 
you xian gong si)
http://www.airitilibrary.com/  Proceeding Articles 
3,689,872http://www.airitilibrary.com/ 20191022
3689872
Airiti e-books (iRead eBook) 華藝電子書（華藝電子書服務平台) Huayi dian zi shu Chinese Airiti Inc. http://www.airitibooks.com/ 1664 1664
Ancient books of traditional Chinese Medicine 
Database
国医典藏中医古籍数据库 Guo yi dian cang Zhong yi gu ji shu ju ku Chinese Series I
Institute of Information on 




 Series I includes 500 titles (2,500 vols) of rare medical texts published from 
early Qin dynasty to late Qing and the Republican period of the early 20th 
century. https://www.cepiec.com.cn/info/57.cshtml
500 2500
Apabi E-books - History, Geography (China Digital 
Library )
方正APABI电子图书 - 历史, 地理 
(中华数字书苑) Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu History, Geography
Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/1/ 16281 16281
Apabi E-books - Language, Linguistics (China Digital 
Library )
方正APABI电子图书 - 语言文字 
(中华数字书苑) Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu Language, Linguistics
Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/1/ 19187 19187
Apabi E-books - Philosophy and Religion (China 
Digital Library )
方正APABI电子图书 - 哲学、宗教 
(中华数字书苑) Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu Philosophy and Religion
Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/6/ 9363 9363
Apabi E-books - Politics, Law (China Digital Library )
方正APABI电子图书 -  政治、法律 
(中华数字书苑) Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu Politics, Law
Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/6/ 22930 22930
Apabi E-books - Reference (China Digital Library )
方正APABI电子图书 - 工具书 
(中华数字书苑) Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu Reference
Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/4/ 2571 2571
Apabi E-books - Social Sciences (China Digital Library 
)
方正APABI电子图书 - 社会科学 Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu Social Sciences Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/6/ 7652 7652
Apabi E-books -Culture, Science, Education, Sport 




Fang zheng Apabi dian zi tu shu Culture, Science, Education, Sport Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.cn/solution/source/1/ 64961 64961
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Archaeology Database of the Western Regions 西域文物考古全集数据库 Xiyu wen wu kao gu quan ji shu ju ku Chinese
Xinjiang Fine Arts and 
Photography Publishing 
House, Kruger Publishing 
House, and Vista Goosuu 
(Beijing) Science& 
Development Inc.
A collection of archaeological research in the past 60 years in the Xinjiang 
Uygur Autonomous Region with 70,000 rare images. This resource has 
arranged the data of cultural relics from nearly 10,000 sites and classified 
them according to site, tomb, building, temple, and carved stone.  
http://westernregion.goosuudata.com/index.php?m=login&a=index
1 39
Archives of the Chinese Government 中国政府资料库 Zhongguo zheng fu zi liao ku Chinese Oriprobe Information 
Services,Inc
This database includes archives and publications of the Chinese central 
government, its ministries and subsidiaries, and regional authorities.  
http://www.oriprobe.com/document.shtml
9310 0 2200000
Artron Art Books Database 雅昌艺术图书数据库 Ya chang yi shu tu shu shu ju ku Chinese yǎ chāng wén huà jí tuán  雅昌文化集团
This database contains eight major sectors, including Chinese calligraphy, 
painting, oil painting, woodcut painting, sculpture, etc.  
https://ysts2.artron.net/https://ysts2.artron.net/
8
BookRail 누리미디어 북레일 Nurimidiŏ pukreil Korean Nurimedia http://www.bookrail.co.kr/ 19229 19229
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series F - 
Literature/History/Philosophy
Chinese 6 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 410213 410213
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series A - 
Physics/Astronomy/Mathematics
Chinese 1 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 301069 301069
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series B - Chemistry/Metallurgy Chinese 2 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 523958 523958
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series C - Industrial Technology & 
Engineering
Chinese 3 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 546402 546402
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series D - Agriculture Chinese 4 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 195111 195111
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series E - Medicine/Health Chinese 5 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 514435 514435
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series G - Politics/Military 
affairs/Law
Chinese 7 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 301385 301385
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series H - Education/Social Sciences Chinese 8 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 294950 294950
CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series I - Electronics/Information 
Sciences
Chinese 9 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 643137 643137
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CDMD. China Doctoral Dissertations/Masters' 
Theses Full-text Database
中国博硕士论文全文数据库 Zhongguo bo shuo shi lun wen quan wen zi liao ku Series J - Economics/Management Chinese 10 CNKI http://cnki.sris.com.tw/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CDFD 622258 622258
CHANT (CHinese ANcient Texts) 漢達文庫 Han da wen ku Chinese Chinese University of Hong 
Kong
A browsable and searchable database that provides full-text access to 
Chinese classical works and excavated ancient documents.  
http://www.chant.org/
1093 1093
China and the Modern World
Hong Kong, Britain and China, 
1841-1951
Non-CJK Gale
This database contains primary sources for researching  history of Hong 
Kong in the context of modern China and British Empire in Asia between 
1841 and 1951.  https://www.gale.com/c/china-and-the-modern-world-
hongkong-britain-china  
1 640000
China and the Modern World
Records of the Maritime Customs 
Service of China, 1854-1949
Non-CJK Gale
This collection is for the study of China and its relations with the Imperial 
West in the late Qing and Republican periods between 1854 and 1949.  
https://www.gale.com/c/china-and-the-modern-world-maritime-customs  
270000
China Digital Library (APABI ebooks) 中华数字书苑. 工具书库 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Gong ju shu ku Reference Database Chinese Beijing Fang zheng Apabi ji shu 
you xian gong si
http://www.apabi.com/uc/  (This is not correct, I don't know why we should 
keep UC's link over the years. I will let you decide.)
1923 2604
China Digital Library (APABI ebooks) 中华数字书苑. 电子書 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Dian zi shu E-books Chinese All subjects
Beijing Fang zheng Apabi ji shu 
you xian gong si 
北京方正阿帕比技术有限公
司
Collection of Chinese e-content including the majority of books published 
since the founding of the People's Republic of China, newspapers from 
China, yearbooks, reference books, pictures and 
more.http://www.apabi.com/uc/
22000000 22000000
China Standards Full-Text Database 中国国家标准全文数据库 Zhongguo guo jia biao zhun quan wen shuju ku Chinese CNKI
Produced by the Standard Press of China, this resource includes more than 
40,000 items of national standards, more than 20,000 items of industrial 
standards of 33 industries, and more than 1,000 items of measurement 
regulation standards.  
http://cnki.gpic.gd.cn/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=SCSF
57919
China Statistical Yearbooks Database 中国经济社会发展统计数据库 Zhongguo jing ji she hui fa zhan tong ji shu ju ku Chinese CNKI
CSYD is a database of statistical data in China, which collects all important 
statistical yearbooks published by Chinese presses, covering various kinds of 
census and survey data.  https://data.cnki.net/
1045 8475
Chinamaxx Digitl Library E-Books 超星电子书全库 Chao xing dian zi shu shu quan ku Chinese All subjects Superstar Information 
Technology Co., Ltd.
Chinamaxx, Superstar Digital Library, is a large e-Book Database with 780,000 
vols. of Chinese monographs, including some statistical yearbooks.  
http://www.chinamaxx.net/
704651 704651
Chinese Art Research Newspapers and Periodicals 
Database




This database contains art newspapers and periodicals published in the 
latter half of the 20th century in China, including internal publications from 
local culture departments, proceedings of art performances, and etc.  
http://www.learningemall.com.hk/News_c/Art_Studies_1702.html
Chinese Historical Local Archives Database 中国地方历史文献数据库 Zhongguo di fang li shi wen xian shu ju ku Chinese Shanghai Jiaotong University http://dfwx.datahistory.cn/ 0 0 73600
Chinese literature and history databaseChinese 中国文史数据库 Zhongguo wen shi shu ju ku Chinese Chinese Literature and History 
Press
This database contains materials of the Chinese people's political 
consultative conference (CPPCC); literature and history data.
3200 3200
Chinese Picture-story Books Digital Library 中国连环画数字图书馆 Zhongguo lian huan hua shu zi tu shu guan Chinese VISTA GOOSUU 谷浪远景
A digital library of more than 4,000 Chinese picture books (连环画), 
accompanied with approximately 700 audio files in Mandarin Chinese 
(approximately 500 books), Uyghur (100 books), and Kazakh (50 books).  
http://www.goosuudata.com/index.php s=/Home/Products/index.html
5000
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CMSD.  China Monographic Series Full-text Database 中国学术辑刊全文数据库 Zhongguo xue shu ji kan quan wen shu ju ku Chinese CNKI
The datbase contains a complete set of proceedings published irregularly by 
academic institutions in China. It has at presnt monographic 722 
monographic titles and 251,379 full-text articles.  
http://gb.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/brief/result.aspx?dbPrefix=CCJD
776 650
CNKI eBook (Intl) CNKI电子图书库（海外版） CNKI dian zi tu shu ku (hai wai ban) Chinese CNKI 中国知网 Full texts of 10,000+ books published from 1905 to 2019.
CNPeReading Overseas Platform 易阅通
China Academic E-Book Library of 
China E-book Hub 中国电子书库-
中国学术电子书库
Chinese
China National Publications 
Import and Export (Group) 
Corporation 
中国图书进出口公司
Out of enormous collections, accessible are 4,410 titles of published 
monographs; economics books of Republican period; and books of other 
specially-themed collections.  https://www.cnpereading.com/
Collected Writings of Yuan Shikai Database 袁世凯全集数据库 Yuan Shìkai quan ji shu ju ku Chinese Henan University Press 河南大学出版社
In addition to Yuan’s writings of published and unpublished documents, 
private and public collections from 1875 to 1916, there is extensive 
documentation of major historical events like the Westernization 
Movement, Constitutional Reform and Modernization, and the Sino-
Japanese War of 1894-1895.   
http://yuanshikai.goosuudata.com/index.php?m=login&a=index 
1 36
Collection of Korean Anthologies 韓國歷代文集叢書 Han'guk yŏktae munjip ch'ongsŏ Korean Media Korean Studies This database includes works from 3,500 authors spanning from the 7th 
century to 1945.  http://db.mkstudy.com/en/ 
3000 3000
Collection of Korean Geography, Customs and History韓國地理風俗誌叢書 DB =  
한국학종합DB - 미디어한국학  Han'guk chiri p'ungsokchi ch'ongsŏ DB
Japanese Media Korean Studies Co. = 
MEDIA韓國學
This database contains 400 volumes of geographic, customary, cultural and 
historic writings from 1897 to 1945 published by Kyŏngin Munhwasa in 
1989.  http://db.mkstudy.com/en/ 
466 466
Complete Library in Four Branches of Literature 文淵閣四庫全書 Wen yuan ge Si ku quan shu Chinese Digital Heritage Publishing 
Limited, Hong Kong
This huge collection was compiled during the years 1773-1782 by an edict 
from Emperor Qianlong. It includes 3,460 works, and more than 36,000 
volumes.  http://www.sikuquanshu.com/product/ebook.aspx
3460 36000
CRWO. China Reference Works Online 知网工具书库 Zhi wang gong ju shu ku Chinese China Academic Journals 
Electronic Publishing House
CRWO is a digitalized integration from traditional reference works, including 
10 series and 168 subjects.  
http://gongjushu.oversea.cnki.net/chn/default.aspx
3000 9466
Da Ming shi lu (Veritable records of the Ming 
dynasty)
大明實錄 (明實錄) Da Ming shi lu Chinese
Beijing shu tong wen shu zi 




Dacheng Republic Books Database 大成民国图书全文数据库 Dacheng Minguo tu shu quan wen shu ju ku Chinese [Beijing] : Dacheng lao jiu 
quan wen shu ju ku, 2010-
It is a full-text database of 50,160 books and other documents produced 
from 1911 to 1949 during the Chinese Republic (Minguo) period.  WorldCat 
20191216   
http://www.dachengdata.com/tuijian/showTuijianList.action?cataid=1
40000 51600
Database for the History of Contemporary Chinese 
Political Movements : Chinese Cultural Revolution 
Database (3rd edition 2013)
中國當代政治運動史數據庫 : 
中国文化大革命文库 (2013 第三版)
Zhongguo dang dai zheng zhi yun dong shi shu ju 
ku： Zhongguo wen hua da ge ming wen ku
Chinese
Universities Service Centre for 
China Studies of The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong (USC)
This database contains historical materials related to the Revolution: 
Chinese Communist Party documents, speeches and writings by major party 





Database for the History of Contemporary Chinese 




Zhongguo dang dai zheng zhi yun dong shi shu ju 
ku: Zhongguo fan you yun dong shu ju ku, 1957-
Chinese Anti-Rightist Campaign 
Database, 1957-
Chinese
Universities Service Centre for 
China Studies of The Chinese 




Database for the History of Contemporary Chinese 
Political Movements: Chinese Great Leap Forward -- 
Great Famine Database, 1958-1962
中國當代政治運動史數據庫:  
中国大跃进 - 大饥荒数据库, 1958-
1962
Zhongguo dang dai zheng zhi yun dong shi shu ju 
ku: Zhongguo da yue jin - da ji huang shu ju ku, 
1958-1962
Database of the Chinese Great 
Leap Forward & Great Famine, 
1958-1962
Chinese
Universities Service Centre for 
China Studies of The Chinese 
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Database for the History of Contemporary Chinese 
Political Movements: Chinese Political Campaigns in 






Zhongguo dang dai zheng zhi yun dong shi shu ju 
ku:  Zhongguo wu shi nian dai chu zhong qi de 
zheng zhi yun dong shu ju ku: cong tu di gai ge 
dao gong si he ying, 1949-1956
Database of the Chinese Political 
Campaigns in the 1950s: From 
Land Reform to State-Private 
Partnership, 1949-1956
Chinese
Universities Service Centre for 
China Studies of The Chinese 






Database of Chinese Classic Ancient Books 中國基本古籍庫 Zhongguo ji ben gu ji ku Chinese Erudition's 
database
Beijing Ai ru sheng wen hua 
jiao liu you xian gong si
http://er07.com/home/pro_3.html 100000 100000
Database of Chinese Popular Literature 中国俗文库 Zhongguo su wen ku 初集 小說和話本 Chinese 1 Ai ru sheng 愛如生 http://er07.com/home/pro_12.html 2000 2000
Database of Chinese Popular Literature 中国俗文库 Zhongguo su wen ku 二集 戲文和鼓詞 Chinese 2 Ai ru sheng 愛如生 http://er07.com/home/pro_12.html 2000 2000
Database of Chinese Popular Literature 中国俗文库 Zhongguo su wen ku 三集 俗講和寶卷 Chinese 3 Ai ru sheng 愛如生 http://er07.com/home/pro_12.html 2000 2000
Database of Collected Catalogs of Stone Inscriptions 
in the San Jin Region
中華石刻數據庫: 
三晉石刻总目数据库
Zhonghua shi ke shu ju ku: San Jin shi ke zong mu 
shu ju ku




Database of Collected Epitaphs in Song Dynasty 中華石刻數據庫: 宋代墓志铭数据库 Zhonghua shi ke shu ju ku: Song dai mu zhi ming 
shu ju ku




Database of Collected Epitaphs in Tang Dynasty 中華石刻數據庫: 唐代墓志铭数据库 Zhonghua shi ke shu ju ku: Tang dai mu zhi ming 
shu ju ku
Tang dai mu zhi ming shu ju ku Chinese Beijing Zhonghua Bookstore http://www.ancientbooks.cn/information?informationId=16701 8000 12500
Database of Reappraised Chinese Rare Books 中华再造善本数据库 Zhonghua zai zao shan ben shu ju ku Chinese National Library of China 
Publishing House
This is a digitized collection of the print version of the "Zhonghua zai zao 
shan ben" series, which includes more than 1,300 titles of selected Chinese 
rare books from the 7th century on.  http://mg.nlcpress.com supplied by 
NLC 2019-08
1300 1300
Database of the Ideological and Theoretical 
Resources of the Communist Party of China
中国共产党思想理论库 Zhongguo gong chan dang si xiang li lun ku Chinese People's Publishing House 人民出版社
This resource includes 9 sub-databases with nearly 11,000 titles.  
http://data.lilun.cn/ 
11000




Guo wu yuan fa zhan yan jiu zhongxin xin xi wang 
(Guo yan wang) shu ju ku 
Chinese
Development Research Center 
of the State Council  
国务院发展研究中心




雕龍: 08-10  四库全书 
，续修四库全书，全四库系列
Diao long: 08-10 Si ku quan shu, Xu xiu Si ku quan 
shu, Quan Si ku xi lie
Chinese Diao long 8-10 Si ku quan shu, Xu xiu Si ku quan shu, Quan Si ku xi lie。 5379 5379
Diao long: 01-06
雕龍: 01-06  正統道藏, 道藏輯要; 
永樂大典; 四部叢刊, 四部備要; 
清代史料; 古今圖書集成; 
日本古典書籍
Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc.
Diao long 1-6 (1)Zheng tong dao zang, Dao zang ji yao (2) Yong le da dian (3) 
Si bu cong kan, Xu si bu cong kan (Si bu bei yao) (4) Qing Dynasty archives (5) 
Gu jin tu shu ji cheng (6) Japanese ancient books
4193 66480
Diao long: 01-07
雕龍: 01-07 正统道藏, 道藏輯要; 
永乐大典; 四部丛刊, 
续四部丛刊(四部备要); 清代史料; 
古今图书集成 ; 日本古典书籍; 
敦煌史料
Diao long: 01-07 Chinese
Diao long 1-7 (1)Zheng tong dao zang, Dao zang ji yao (2) Yong le da dian (3) 
Si bu cong kan, Xu si bu cong kan (Si bu bei yao) (4) Qing Dynasty archives (5) 
Gu jin tu shu ji cheng (6) Japanese ancient books (7) Dunhuang archives.
17129 17129
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Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc.




雕龍: 11-13 中国地方志㇐集,  
中国地方志续集, 六府文藏
Chinese Diao long 11-13 (11)China local gazetteers (12)China local gazetteers～ 
sequel (13)Liu fu wen zang高洁 cepiec 2018-08
9001 9001
Diao long: 12 雕龍: 12 六府文藏 Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc. Diao long (12) Liu fu wen zangDiao long Jeffery Warren Reynolds 9/14/2018 7717 149576
Diao long: 14-16
雕龍：14-16 雕龙专辑库：別集类;  
雕龙专辑库：医家类 ; 
雕龙专辑库：金石类
Chinese Diao long 14-16 (14)diao long zhuan ji ku: bie ji lei (15)diao long zhuan ji ku: 
yi jia lei (16)diao long zhuan ji ku: jin shi lei高洁 CEPIEC
1500 1500
Diao long: Zhong Ri gu ji quan wen zi liao ku 雕龍 : 中日古籍全文资料庫 Diao long： Zhong Ri gu ji quan wen zi liao ku Chinese Tudor Tech Systems Co.
A large database collection, with 14 sub-databases, which provides access to 




雕龍: 10-11 中国地方志; 
中国地方志續
Chinese WeDiscovery Technology Inc.
Diao long 10-11 (10) China local gazetteers (11) China local 
gazetteers～sequel
4127 90186
Early Twentieth Century Books in China,1911-1949 中国历史文献总库· 民国图书数据库 Zhongguo li shi wen xian zong ku.  Minguo tu shu 
shu ju ku
Chinese National Library of China 
Publishing House
http://mg.nlcpress.com 200000 200000
EB-PISHU: China Economy, Public Policy, Security 
Database
皮书 East View Pi shu all subjects Chinese EastView
These analytical reports feature exclusive research and analysis by the 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and authors from similar institutions, 
and present objective analysis versus official government messaging on 
strategic issues.  http://www.eastview.com/Files/EVPishu.pdf  
681 2320
Encyclopedia of Chinese Language and Linguistics Non-CJK Brill
The Encyclopedia of Chinese Language and Linguistics offers a systematic 
and broade overview of the languages of China and the different ways in 




Encyclopedia of Taiwan 臺灣文獻叢刊 Taiwan wen xian cong kan Chinese
United Digital Publication 
(Lian he bai ke dian zi chu ban, 
Taiapei 联合百科電子出版, 
臺北)
Local histories, official documents of the Ming, Qin and Nan-Ming Dynasties, 
poetry, and private collections of Taiwan.  https://www.udpweb.com/about/
309 595
Encyclopedia of Taiwan: Continuation 臺灣文獻叢刊續編 Taiwan wen xian cong kan xu bian Chinese
United Digital Publication 
(Lian he bai ke dian zi chu ban 
gong si, Taipei 
联合百科電子出版, 臺北）
A collection of historical archives, gazetteers, literature of history, 
geography, customs, folklore, politics, economy, society, culture, legal 
information on Taiwan includes Ming, Qing archives, Dutch, American 
British, and Japanese historical materials.  https://www.udpweb.com/about/
204 204
Essentials of Koryo History 고려사절요 高麗史節要 Koryŏsa chŏryo. Korean Media Korean Studies Co. http://db.itkc.or.kr/inLink?dataId=ITKC_BT_1294Ahttp://db.itkc.or.kr/inLink?
dataId=ITKC_BT_1294A
35 35
ETDS. Electronic Theses and Dissertations Service 電子學位論文服務 Dian zi xue wei lun wen fu wu Chinese Airiti Inc.
The ETDS provides a free-of-charge platform for any graduate student of a 
participating university to submit an approved Master's thesis or doctoral 
dissertation for storage and retrieval.  
http://www.airiti.com/en/page_etds.html
3343800 3343800
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Foreign Office Files for China, 1919-1980
Sources from The National 
Archives, UK
Chinese, Non-CJK Adam Matthew Digital Ltd.
Part of Archives Direct, the database has six parts and offers all British 
Foreign Office files dealing with China, Hong Kong and Taiwan between 1919 
and 1980.    https://www.amdigital.co.uk/primary-sources/foreign-office-
files-for-china-1919-1980
8193
Foreign Office Files for Japan, 1919-1952 Non-CJK Adam Matthew Digital
This is part of Archives Direct, a cross-searchable multi-product platform, 
sourced from The National Archives, UK. Published in three parts, this 
collection makes available extensive coverage of British Foreign Office files 




Grand Secretariat Archives (Grand Council Archives) 内閣大庫檔案 Ne ge da ku dang an Chinese
Institute of History and 
Philology, Academia Sinica 
(Taiwan)
http://applyonline.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/source/source_5.htm 217139 217139
Gu jin tu shu ji cheng 古今圖書集成 Gu jin tu shu ji cheng Chinese Taiwan lian he bai ke dian zi 
chu ban you xian gong si
The largest encyclopedia of premodern China, which was compiled on 
imperial order of the Kangxi Emperor 康熙 (r. 1661-1722) between the years 
1701 and 1706 under the supervision of Chen Menglei 陳夢雷 and Jiang 




Guo xue bao dian 国学宝典 Guo xue bao dian Chinese
Beijing guo xue shi dai wen 
hua chuan bo you xian gong si 
北京国学时代文化传播有限
公司
A searchable full text database of a wide range of Chinese texts, as well as 
classical, biographical, and literary dictionaries and a special module on Tang 
and Song poetry.  http://www.gxbd.com/
4903 4903
Han, Wei, Liu Chao Stone Inscriptions Database
中華石刻數據庫: 
漢魏六朝碑刻数据庫
Zhonghua shi ke shu ju ku: Hanwei Liuchao bei ke 
shu ju ku
漢魏六朝碑刻数据庫 Chinese Beijing Zhonghua Bookstore
The database is full-text searchable and contains more than 3,000 images 
reproduced from 2,466 stone inscriptions dated from Han dynasty to the six 
dynastie.   made into 3000 images. Stone inscriptions dating from Han 




History of Jinshi Dengke Database
历代科举人物数据库 - 
歷代進士登科數據庫
Li dai ke ju ren wu shu ju ku - li dai jin shi deng ke 
shu ju ku
Chinese imperial examinations 
database
Chinese
Gulian (Beijing) Digital Media 
Technology Co 古联 (北京) 
数字传媒科技有限公司
Other title: 历代科举人物数据库. The database covers the history of Jinshi 
dengke 进士登科 from Sui Dynasty 600 A.D. to Qing Dynasty 1900 A.D.
History of the Communist Party of China Database 中共党史经典文献数据库 Zhong gong dang shi jing dian wen xian shu ju ku Chinese VISTA GOOSUU 谷浪远景 http://www.goosuudata.com/index.php?s=/Home/Products/dang.htmlhttp:/
/sy.sinocomic.com
64040 242 30266
Hytung Books 瀚堂典藏古籍数据库 Han tang dian cang gu ji shu ju ku Chinese NeoHytung Inc., Beijing  北京時代瀚堂科技有限公司
The resources collected are primarily Chinese ancient etymological and 
classical dictionaries, historical literature, unearthed picture writings such as 
oracle bone inscriptions, and bronze inscriptions, seals, bamboo slips and silk 
character writings, which are organized together with their related images 
and photos.   http://www.hytung.cn/ 
21491 20272 206976
Japan at War and Peace, 1930-1949: U.S. State 










JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Sekai 
daihyakka jiten




JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Kokushi 
daijiten
Japanese Yoshikawa Kobunkan / 
NetAdvance







JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Shinpan 
Kadokawa Nihon chimei daijiten
Japanese Kadokawa Shoten / 
NetAdvance
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JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Shinpen 
Kokka taikan
Japanese Kadokawa Shoten / 
NetAdvance






JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Nihon rekishi 
chimei taikei
Japanese Heibonsha / NetAdvance






JapanKnowledge tsuika kontentsu : Kadokawa 
kogo daijiten
Japanese Kadokawa Shoten / 
NetAdvance
Additional content to JapanKnowledge 
Lib.https://japanknowledge.com/en/contents/kadokawakogo/index.html
1 5
JapanKnowledge Lib (Basic Package) ジャパンナレッジLib JapanKnowledge Lib Japanese NetAdvance
JapanKnowledge Lib is an online web archive that has a large corpus of 
encyclopedia, dictionaries, reference compilations, and periodical resources 
(approximately 50 different sources). Additional Toyo Bunko 80 vols. were 
added in July, 2019. 
http://japanknowledge.com/en/contents/index.htmlNumbers supplied by 
Kinokuniya, 20201127, http://japanknowledge.com/en/contents/index.html
964 1467
Kenkyusha Online Dictionary (Add-on titles)
研究社オンラインディクショナリ
ー (Add-on titles) Kenkyusha Onrain Dikushonari (Add-on titles)
Japanese Kenkyusha
ADD-ON TITLES: Readers + 3.0 (goyaku), Shin Wa-Ei Daijiten, Oxford 
Advanced Learner's Dicitonary (Ei-Ei), Ra-Wa Jiten, Ei-Bei Horitsugo Jiten, 
Shin Katorikku Daijitenhttp://kod.kenkyusha.co.jp/service/  Updated by 
Chiaki
6 6
Kenkyusha Online Dictionary (Basic package)
研究社オンラインディクショナリ
ー (Basic package) Kenkyusha Onrain Dikushonari (Basic package)
Japanese Kenkyusha
Kenkyusha Online Dictionary allows a cross-search among 23 Japanese-
English/English-Japanese dictionaries published by Kenkyusha and Sanseido. 
https://kod.kenkyusha.co.jp/service/faq/faq10.jsphttp://kod.kenkyusha.co.jp
/service/ Updated by Chiaki: Checked the FAQ section on included titles and 
changed the information accordingly.
23 23
KoreaA2Z 동방미디어 코리아 A to Z Korean Dongbang Media Co. Ltd. http://www.koreaa2z.com/ 274 274
Korean History & Culture Research Database
한국 역사·문화 조사자료 
데이터베이스 Han'guk yŏksa munhwa chosa charyo teit'ŏbeisŭ
Korean Zininzin http://www.excavation.co.kr/ 4352 4352
Korean Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA) 한국 사회 과학 자료원 Hanğuk Sahoe Kwahak Charyowŏn Korean Korea : Hanğuk Sahoe Kwahak 
Charyowŏn
This database includes Korean quantitative and qualitative data and 
literature across diverse social science disciplines, encompassing political, 
economic, social, and cultural areas.  
http://www.kossda.or.kr/index_kossda.asp via WorldCat; 10/23/2019
KRpia 지식레퍼런스 서비스 KRpia Korean Nurimedia http://www.krpia.co.kr/ 2017 2017
KSDC DB (Korean Social Science Data Center 
Database)
한국 사회 과학 데이터 센터 데이터 
베이스 Han'guk sahoe gwahak teit'ŏ sent'ŏ teit'ŏ beisŭ
Korean Seoul, Korea : Korean Social 
Science Data Center
Collection of statistical yearbooks published by the government, public 
institutions, and overseas institutions. Data is classified and processed 
through a new data-input system developed by the KSDC, and is ready for 
use as variables in research.  http://www.ksdcdb.kr/main.do via WorldCat; 
10/23/2019 [note: WorldCat link nonfunctional, link listed here is functional]
KSI E-Books, proceedings 한국학술정보 단행본 및 e-book Books I&I Korean Korean Studies Information http://ebook.kstudy.com ; Export KISS <ksiexport@gmail.com> 2019/09/25 
email reply
8645 8645
LAWnB 로앤비 법률 정보 LAWnB Korean Lawnb http://academy.lawnb.com/doc/info_ebook_main.asp 3453 3453
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Maruzen eBook Library "Heibonsha Shinsho" 
Custom Subscription Package A
「平凡社新書」カスタムサブスク
リプションパッケージA
"Heibonsha shinsho" kasutamu 
sabusukuripushon pakkēji A
Japanese Heibonsha / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list of 
"Heibonsha shinsho" series titles.202011
50 50
Maruzen eBook Library "Heibonsha Shinsho" 
Custom Subscription Package B
「平凡社新書」カスタムサブスク
リプションパッケージB
"Heibonsha shinsho" kasutamu 
sabusukuripushon pakkēji B
Japanese Heibonsha / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list of 
"Heibonsha shinsho" series titles.202011
100 100
Maruzen eBook Library "Shūkan daiyamondo 




"Shūkan daiyamondo tokushu books" kasutamu 
sabusukuripushon pakkēji A
Japanese Daiyamondosha / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list of "Shūkan 
daiyamondo tokushu books"  titles.202011
50 50
Maruzen eBook Library "Shūkan daiyamondo 




"Shūkan daiyamondo tokushu books" kasutamu 
sabusukuripushon pakkēji B
Japanese Daiyamondosha / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list of "Shūkan 
daiyamondo tokushu books"  titles.202011
100 100
Maruzen eBook Library "Shūkan Toyo Keizai e 




"Shūkan Toyō keizai e bizinesu shinsho" 
kasutamu sabusukuripushon pakkēji A
Japanese Toyo Keizai Shinposha / 
Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list of Tokyo 
Keizai Shinsha's "shinsho titles.202011
50 50
Maruzen eBook Library "Shūkan Toyo Keizai e 




"Shūkan Toyō keizai e bizinesu shinsho" 
kasutamu sabusukuripushon pakkēji B
Japanese Toyo Keizai Shinposha / 
Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list of Tokyo 
Keizai Shinsha's shinsho titles.
100 100
Maruzen eBook Library Subscription Package
岩波書店 「現代人の教養」 A 
パッケージ Iwanami Shoten "Gendaijin no kyōyō" A pakkēji
Japanese Iwanami Shoten / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list including 
titles from Iwanami Bunko, Iwanami Shinsho, Gendai Bunko, Junia Shinsho, 
Kagaku Rauburari, etc.  
50 50
Maruzen eBook Library Subscription Package
岩波書店 「現代人の教養」 
Bパッケージ Iwanami Shoten "Gendaijin no kyōyō" B pakkēji Iwanami Shoten / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list including 
titles from Iwanami Bunko, Iwanami Shinsho, Gendai Bunko, Junia Shinsho, 
Kagaku Rauburari, etc.  
100 100
Maruzen eBook Library Subscription Package
岩波書店 「現代人の教養」 
Cパッケージ Iwanami Shoten "Gendaijin no kyōyō" C pakkēji
Japanese Iwanami Shoten / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list including 
titles from Iwanami Bunko, Iwanami Shinsho, Gendai Bunko, Junia Shinsho, 
Kagaku Rauburari, etc.  
200 200
Maruzen eBook Library Subscription Package
岩波書店 「現代人の教養」 
Dパッケージ Iwanami Shoten "Gendaijin no kyōyō" D pakkēji
Japanese Iwanami Shoten / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list including 
titles from Iwanami Bunko, Iwanami Shinsho, Gendai Bunko, Junia Shinsho, 
Kagaku Rauburari, etc.
300 300
Maruzen eBook Library Subscription Package
岩波書店 「現代人の教養」 
Eパッケージ Iwanami Shoten "Gendaijin no kyōyō" E pakkēji
Japanese Iwanami Shoten / Maruzen
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list including 
titles from Iwanami Bunko, Iwanami Shinsho, Gendai Bunko, Junia Shinsho, 
Kagaku Rauburari, etc.
400 400
Maruzen eBook Library Subscription Package
岩波書店 「現代人の教養」 
Fパッケージ Iwanami Shoten "Gendaijin no kyōyō" F pakkēji
Japanese
Create your own annual package by selecting from the master list including 
titles from Iwanami Bunko, Iwanami Shinsho, Gendai Bunko, Junia Shinsho, 
Kagaku Rauburari, etc.
500 500
Modern Chinese Books Database 近代华文书籍数据库 jin dai hua wen shu ji shu ju ku Chinese China Educational Publications 
Import & Export Co. 中国教图 Full texts books of Modern China.
National History Database of the People's Republic 
of China (The National History Database of PRC)
中华人民共和国国史数据库 
(中国国史库) Zhong hua ren min gong he guo guo shi shu ju ku
Chinese VISTA GOOSUU 谷浪远景 
(北京) 科技发展有限公司
This database consists of 300 volumes and over 100,000 pictures. Included 
are series books of "Chronicle of the People's Republic of China", 
"Contemporary China", "Urban Development of Contemporary China", etc.  
http://www.goosuudata.com/index.php?s=/Home/Products/prc.html  
3 300
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National Palace Museum Database of Ch'ing Palace 
Memorials and Grand Council Archives
清代宮中檔奏摺及軍機處檔摺件 Qing dai gong zhong dang zou zhe ji jun ji chu 
dang zhe jian
Chinese National Palace Museum 
(Taipei, Taiwan)
This database provides metadata searching, and contains full-text and full 
image reproductions of archival materials from the Qing Palace, and its 
Grand Council held in the National Palace Museum, Taipei.  
http://www.npm.gov.tw/gct.htm
0 0
Policing the Shanghai International Settlement, 
1894-1945
Non-CJK Gale
This collection explores a unique period in China’s struggle toward a modern 
existence through the International Settlement in Shanghai from 1894-1945. 
The most extensive coverage is provided by the Special Branch dossier files, 
which date from 1929-1945. https://www.gale.com/c/policing-the-shanghai-
international-settlement-1894-1945-
3886






Erudition Digital Technology 
Research Center
Series database of Sikuquanshu Ihttp://er07.com/home/pro_4.html 3460 3460






Erudition Digital Technology 
Research Center
http://er07.com/home/pro_4.html 4752 4752
Si bu cong kan 四部丛刊 (四部叢刊) Si bu cong kan Chinese
Beijing shu tong wen shu zi 
hua ji shu you xian gong si 
北京书同文数字化技术有限
公司.  Vendor varies.
An electronic version of the print Si bu cong kan, including searchable full-
texts and scanned images of 504 works (3,134 volumes), in the four 
branches of Chinese knowledge as traditionally classified --- jing (classics), 
shi (history), zi (philosophy), and ji (Belles-lettres).  
https://www.unihan.com.cn/books/jingdian/sbck
504 3134
Sixth National Population Census of China Database 第六次人口普查数据库 Di liu ci ren kou pu cha shu ju ku Chinese
Zhongguo xue shu qi kan 
(guang pan ban) dian zi za zhi 
she
Official data released by the Statistics Bureau of China following the sixth 
decennial census in 2010, including population data for the whole country, 




The Complete Collection of Cultural Relics and 
Archaeology in the Western Regions Database
西域历史文化资源库 Xiyu li shi wen hua zi yuan ku Chinese VISTA GOOSUU 谷浪远景
This database assembles the results of research completed by the Xinjiang 
Uygur Autonomous Region Bureau of Cultural Heritage on the subject of 
relics and archaeological studies during the past 60 years. The database 




Wanfang Data - Dissertations of China 万方数据 : 学位论文 Wanfang shu ju : Xue wei lun wen Chinese http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 2018-10-03 2484109 2484109
Wanfang Data - Local Gazetteers 万方数据 - 新方志 Wanfang shu ju : Xin fang zhi Chinese Wanfang http://new.wanfangdata.com.cn/index.html 0 40000
Wanfang Data Old Local Gazetteers (-1949) 万方数据 旧方志 Wan fang shu ju jiu fang zhi Chinese Wanfang http://new.wanfangdata.com.cn/index.html 0 80000
Wenhsun journal Database 文讯杂志知识库 wén xùn zá zhì zhī shí kù Chinese 文讯杂志社Wenhsun
Wenhsun Journal Database was developed based on the 362 issues of 
physical journals. The Wenhsun Journal was established on July 1, 1983 in 
Taiwan, and includes 1-362 issues from July 1983 - December 2015. Also 
included are records of major events in the literary circle of Taiwan in the 
past 30 years, as well as the literary traditions unique to the 22 cities and 
counties of Taiwan. 
1
Yŏnhaengnok Collection (2016 6-ch'a kaejŏng 
chŭngbop'an)
연행록총간 (2016년 6차 
개정증보판)   燕行錄叢刊增補版 Yŏnhaengnok chʻonggan chŭngbop'an
Korean Nurimedia
Yŏnhaengnok is an extensive collection of travelogues recorded by Korean 
government delegations who traveled to China during the Koryŏ and Chosŏn 
dynasties from the 12th century to the 19th century.  http://www.krpia.co.kr
380 380
Zhongguo li dai shi ke shi liao hui bian 中國歷代石刻史料匯编 Zhongguo li dai shi ke shi liao hui bian Chinese
Shu tong 
wen gu ji 
shu ju ku
Beijing shu tong wen shu zi 
hua ji shu you xian gong si.
This database is a collection of images and texts of stone inscriptions from 
the last two-thousand years in 
China.https://www.unihan.com.cn/books/jinshi/ldsk
1 16
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Zhongguo shu zi fang zhi ku 中国数字方志库 Zhongguo shu zi fang zhi ku Chinese Beijing ji gu xuan tu shu shu zi 
zhi shu you xian gong si
This database contains 12,000 kinds of local gazetteers published before 
1949 and contains over 150 thousand titles, 10 million photocopies, and 
reaches a total capacity of 4TB. It contains not only more than 8,000 kinds of 
gazetteers from provinces and cities, but also more than 3,700 kinds of 
gazetteers in general; gazetteers of landscape, water conservancy, places of 
interest, ancestral temples, gardens, nationalities, border areas, travel notes 
and  areas abroad, making it the most various gazetteer database.  For now, 
more than 4,500 kinds of gazetteers can be searched in full-text. 
http://f.wenjinguan.com/http://f.wenjinguan.com/ CEPIEC201908
11000 150000
Zhonghua Ancient Books Database 中华经典古籍库 Zhonghua jing dian gu ji ku Chinese Zhonghua Bookstore 
The database presently contains 3948 titles of standardized Chinese classics 
that have been proofread, collated, and published by Zhonghua Bookstore.  
The collection will continue to grow and will include edited standard classics 
from other publishers.  http://www.gujilianhe.com.cn
3948 3948
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Apabi China Digital Library Digital newspapers 阿帕比数字报纸 Apabi shu zi bao zhi Apabi Chinese Apabi http://www.apabi.com/uc/ 26
APABI. Apabi Newspapers (China digital library : 
Newspapers)
中华数字书苑. 数字报纸 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Shu 
zi bao zhi
East View Publications Chinese Beijing fang zheng 
Apabi ji shu you 
xian gong si
Includes newspapers as follows: Renmin 
ribao (2009-), Guangming ribao (2013-), 
Huanqiu ribao (1993-), Wenhuibao (2012-
), Jiefangjun bao (2009-), Zhongguo 
wenhua bao (2008-), Zhongguo jingji 




Asahi Shinbun Digital 朝日新聞デジタル Asahi Shinbun Dejitaru Multiple vendors Japanese Asahi Shinbunsha A newspaper database for Asahi shinbun; 
including searchable contents for the past 
one year. Subscription is required for 
unlimited search and access to all articles.
http://digital.asahi.com/info/ncoth
1
Asia-Studies Full-Text Online Non-CJK
The database provides access to reports, 
working paper series, peer reviewed 
journals, and e-journals. It covers business, 
economics, government, politics, and 




Biography Literature  (1962-2017) = Zhuanji 
Wenxue Digital Archiv
傳記文學全文資料庫 Zhuan ji wen xue quan wen zi 
liao ku
Taiwan Academic Classics China -- Biography --
Databases.
United Digital 
Publications Co. (Taipei) 
聯合百科電子出版有限
公司
Chinese United Digital 
Publications Co. 
(Taipei)
A database of Chinese modern history with 
special focus on primary sources of the 
Republican period and Chinese Civil War in 
the past one hundred years.  This database 
includes articles related to autobiography, 
critical biography, memoir, exclusive 
historical data, diary entries, handwriting 
samples, oral history, and more. The 










East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 
journals published in China.
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/ 
776











Full-text database of Chinese academic 




CAJ China Academic Journals Full-Text Database 中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku
C Architecture/ Energy/ 
Traffic/ 
Electromechanics, etc      
    &nbsp;      &nbsp;      
 &nbsp;
East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 
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CAJ China Academic Journals Full-Text Database 中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku
D Agriculture East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 




CAJ China Academic Journals Full-Text Database 中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku
E Medicine &amp; 
Public Health
East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 








East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 
journals published in China.
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/
952




East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 
journals published in China.
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/
752





East View Publications 
(USA distributor)




Full-text database of Chinese academic 
journals published in China.
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/
2113
CAJ China Academic Journals Full-Text Database 中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku
I Electronic Technology 
&amp; Information 
Science
East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Full-text database of Chinese academic 
journals published in China.
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/
559
CAJ China Academic Journals Full-Text Database 中国期刊全文数据库 Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku
J Economy &amp; 
Management





Full-text database of Chinese academic 
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CCND. China Core Newspapers Full-text 
Database, 2000-
中国重要报纸全文数据库 Zhongguo zhong yao bao zhi 











East View Publications 
(USA distributor)





Collection of academic and informative 
documents from 631 core newspapers in 




Central Daily News (1928-2006) 中央日報全報影像 (1928-2006) Zhong yang ri bao quan bao ying 
xiang (1928-2006)
TBMC (Transmission 
Books & Microinfo 
Company)
Chinese Transmission 
Books & Microinfo 
Company (TBMC)
Central Daily News (中央日報全報影像) 
was first published in Shanghai in February 
1928. Its headquarters moved several 
times before finally settling down in 
Taiwan in 1949. Central Daily News has 
been the official news media for the KMT 
government for years, and is the oldest 




China and the Modern World Missionary, Sinology and Literary PeriodicalsGale Non-CJK Gale This is a collection of 17 English language 
periodicals published in or about China 
that spans a 130 year period from 1817 
until 1949. This corresponds to the periods 
of the late Qing Dynasty and the 
Republican Era (1911-1949), when China 
experienced radical and often traumatic 
transformations from an inward-looking 
imperial dynasty into a globally engaged 
republic with modern approaches to 
politics, literature, education, public 





China Data Online 中国数据在线 Zhongguo shu ju zai xian China - Economic 
conditions - Statistics - 
Databases ;&nbsp;  
China Population 
Statistics Databases 
;&nbsp;  Market 
surveys China - 
Databases.
China Data Center, 
University of Michigan
Chinese China Data Center, 
University of 
Michigan; Beijing 
All China Marketing 
Research LLC
Broad online database focusing on 
economic statistics of China, arranged by 
regions and categories. Includes monthly 
and yearly reports on China's 
macroeconomic development, statistical 
databases about China's population and 
economy at the provincial, county, and city 
level, and financial indicators of more than 
568 industrial branches.
http://china-data-online.com
China Digital Library (Apabi). Yearbooks 阿帕比数字资源平台. 年鉴库 Apabi shu zi zi yuan ping tai. 
Nian jian ku
Yearbook.  China - 
Periodicals.  &nbsp;
Apabi Chinese Beijing Fang Zheng 
Apabi ji shu you 
xian gong si
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China from Empire to Republic: [missionary, 
sinology, and literary periodicals 1817-1949]
Gale Cengage Learning Non-CJK Gale Cengage 
Learning
A collection of 17 English language 
periodicals published in or about China 
that spans a 130 year period from 1817 





China Times 中國時報 Zhongguo shi bao Chinese newspapers - 
Taiwan.
TBMC (Transmission 
Books & Microinfo 
Company)
Chinese China Times Inc. Full-text images of the China Times from 
1950 to the present, and the Commercial 





Chinese Art Research Newspapers and 
Periodicals Database
中国艺术研究报刊专题库 Zhongguo yi shu yan jiu bao kan 
zhuan ti ku
Chinese This database contains art newspapers and 
periodicals published in the latter half of 
the 20th century in China, internal 
publications from local culture 
departments, proceedings of art 
performances, and many other materials 
about Chinese art. Outlined by drama, 
opera, film, music, art, dance, folk art, etc, 
this database presents high quality 




Chinese Old Classic Newspaper Archives 
Database
红色报刊档案数据库 Hong se bao kan dang an shu ju 
ku
Chinese newspapers VISTA GOOSUU 谷浪远景 Chinese VISTA GOOSUU 
谷浪远景
The database collects important and 
influential party newspapers dated from 
July 1, 1921 (the founding of the Chinese 
Communist Party) to October 1, 1949 (the 




Chinese Periodicals Full-text Database (1911-
1949)
民国时期期刊全文数据库(1911-1949) Minguo shi qi qi kan quan wen 
shu ju ku (1911-1949)
Shanghai Library Chinese Editorial 
Department of 
Quan Guo Bao Kan 
Suo Yin (CNBKSY)
The database contains around 10 million 
pieces of writing from over 20,000 
different kinds of periodicals which were 
published from 1911 to 1949. Includes 
journals of all disciplines and subjects, as 
published at the time.
http://www.cnbksy.com/
14643
Choson Ilbo Aarchives 1920-present 조선일보 (朝鮮日報) Chosŏn ilbo ak'aibŭ Korean Studies 
Information Co.
Korean Chosŏn Ilbo http://srchdb1.chosun.com 1
CJP-1. Phase I of Century Journals Project (100 
titles)
中国期刊全文数据库(世纪期刊) Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku (Shi ji qi kan)
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CJP. Century Journals Project (circa 1915-1993) 
(Comprehensive Collection)
中国期刊全文数据库(世纪期刊) Zhongguo qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku (Shi ji qi kan)
1915-1993 East View Publications Chinese CNKI Documents the economic, political, 
scientific, philosophical and cultural 
development of modern China with on-line 
access to the often hidden, always 
dynamic, life and times of one of the 
















Includes journals such as Qiushi 求是 
(2009-, English) ；China Pictorial/ Ren min 
hua bao 人民画报 (1999-2006, English & 
Chinese) ；People's China 人民中国 = 
Jinmin Chūgoku (Japanese, 1953-2007) ； 
Beijing Review (Peking Review; English, 
German, French, Spanish, Chinese, 1958-) 
； and China Today 今日中国 
(Chinese，English, German, French, and 
Spanish, 1952-2007); and ChinAfrica 




CPCD. China Proceedings of Conference Full-
Text Database
中国重要会议论文全文数据库 Zhongguo zhong yao hui yi lun 
wen quan wen shu ju ku
East View Publications Chinese CNKI CPCD features conference proceedings 
from academic institutions, industrial 
organizations, governmental agencies, and 
international bodies in China since 1999. 
As of August 2005, proceedings exceeded 
320,000. Approximately 100,000 new 
proceedings are added annually.
http://eng.oversea.cnki.net/kns55/
26292
CSYD. China Statistical Yearbooks Database 中国统计年鉴 (中国经济社会发展统计数据Zhongguo tong ji nian jian East View Publications Chinese CNKI CSYD is a database of statistical data in 
China, which collects all important 
statistical yearbooks published by Chinese 




Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) 
Daily Reports
中国年鉴全文数据库 Zhongguo nian jian quan wen 
shu ju ku
East View Publications Chinese CNKI Contains several hundred yearbooks 




Da gong bao  Full Text Database 1902-1949 (Ta 
Kung Pao, L'impartial)
大公报 1902-1949 Da gong bao: 1902-1949 Chinese newspapers - 
Databases.
Multiple vendors Chinese Tianjin Da gong bao All editions of this newspaper (Tianjin, 
Shanghai, Chongqing, Hankou, Hong Kong) 
are included. Established by the 
government of the People's Republic of 
China after the Chinese Civil War, the 
newspaper was widely regarded as pro-
communist; it covered a range of political, 
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Dacheng old journal database 大成故纸堆 Dacheng gu zhi dui China - Periodicals - 
Databases ; China - 
History - Databases.  
&nbsp;
Chaoxing 超星 ( 
Superstar)
Chinese Chaoxing 超星 
(Superstar)
A text-searchable database of over 7,000 
Chinese periodicals published from late 
Qing to 1949 in all fields and subjects, 
including 31 older newspapers, and more 




DBpia 전자 저널 서비스 Nurimedia Korean Nurimedia http://www.dbpia.co.kr
Searchable database of full-text articles in 
about 700 scholarly journals published in 
Korea.
3349




Korean Tonga Tatk'ŏm http://news.donga.com/Pdf 1
Dragonsource 龙源期刊网 Long yuan qi kan wang Popular culture - 
China - Periodicals.
Drangonsource Chinese Drangonsource 
International
Full-text database of popular Chinese-
language magazines and journals published 




E-Article 학술 교육원 이아티클 Haksul Kyoyugwŏn teit'abeisŭ Scholarly periodicals - 
Korea (South) - 
Databases.
Nurimedia Korean Haksul Kyoyugwŏn The database contains full-text articles of 
more than 880 Korean scholarly journals in 
all subjects from 600 academic societies 
and research institutes in Korea. It includes 




Eastern Miscellany Full-text Database 东方杂志全文检索数据库 Dong fang za zhi quan wen jian 
suo shu ju ku
CEPIEC Chinese The Commercial 
Press
Includes issues published between March 
1904 and December 1948, containing over 
30,000 articles, over 12,000 pictures, and 
over 14,000 advertisements in 44 volumes
1
EB-PISHU: China Economy, Public Policy, 
Security Database
皮书数据库 Pi shu shu ju ku All subjects East View Publications Chinese Chinese Social 
Sciences Academic 
Press
Provides access to 'Pishu' (皮书, which 
literally means ‘cover-books’), high-value 
analytical reports intended to guide policy-




Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) 
Daily Reports
Readex NewsBank Non-CJK Readex NewsBank FBIS is a federal agency that monitors and 
translates foreign media into English. FBIS 
Daily Reports are translated transcripts of 
foreign radio and television broadcasts, 
news agency transmissions, newspapers, 
periodicals, and government statements, 
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Global Times, 1993 - present 环球时报 Huan qiu shi bao Oriprobe Information 
Services,Inc
Chinese Huan qiu shi bao 
she
The Global Times is an English-language 
Chinese newspaper under the People's 
Daily. This database features past daily 




Guang ming ri bao, 1949 - 2013 光明日报 Guang ming ri bao EastView Publications Chinese Green Apple A browsable and searchable version of the 
influential Chinese newspaper targeting 
intellectuals, founded in 1949 and run by 
the CPC Central Committee.
http://gmrb.egreenapple.com/
1
Hytung modern China periodicals 瀚堂近代报刊数据库 Han Tang jin dai bao kan shu ju 
ku
Chinese newspapaers - 
 Databases ; Chinese 
periodicals - 
Databases.  &nbsp;
Neo Hytung Inc. Beijing 
(北京时代瀚堂科技有限
公司)




This database contains up-to-now 5,242 
full-text newspapers and publications from 
the late Qing dynasty to the early 
Republican period. The contents are 
continuously revised and expanded.
http://www.neohytung.com 
5242
Jiefangjun Bao (PLA Daily), 1956 - present 解放军报 Jie fang jun bao People’s Liberation 
Army (PLA) Daily)
East View Chinese Zhongguo ren min 
jie fang jun zong 
zheng zhi bu
Official newspaper of the military of the 




Journal of Taiwan Law 臺法月報 Taihō Geppō Lawmakersn - Taiwan - 
 Periodicals。
TBMC (Transmission 








The database, Journal of Taiwan Law (1905-
1943), traces history on the development 
of the legal system in Taiwan from its 
colonial period under the rule of Japan 





Journal of the Formosan Medical Association 百年台灣醫學史資料庫 Bai nian Taiwan yi xue shi zi liao 
ku
Transmission Books & 








Includes contents of  two medical journals, 
"臺灣醫事雜誌" and "臺灣醫學會雜誌," 




JSTOR Arts &amp; Sciences JSTOR Non-CJK ITHAKA https://www.jstor.org/  
This database provides image and full-text 
online access of core academic journals in 
a variety of disciplines in the sciences, 
social sciences, and humanities. All of Asian 
studies titles are found in the Arts & 
Sciences collections. 
Asian Studies list of journal titles: 
https://www.jstor.org/subject/asianstudies
104
JTP.CNKI.NET - CNKI Journal Translation Project - 
a bilingual database of Chinese academic 
journals





English translations from prominent 
Chinese articles in many fields, from 
humanities and social sciences to exact 
sciences including medicine. Also arranged 
according to current hot topics. The 
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Kikuzo II Visual 聞蔵IIビジュアル : 朝日新聞記事データべースKikuzō II bijuaru : Asahi shinbun 
kiji dētabēsu
Multiple vendors Japanese Asahi Shinbunsha This database offers access to news 
published in Asahi Shinbun from 1879 to 
the present. Asahi Shinbun’s Kikozo II is a 





KISS (Korean Studies Information Service System) 한국학술정보 KISS Korean Studies 
Information Co.
Korean Korean Studies 
Information (KSI)
Searchable database of full-text articles in 
about 6,000 journals published by 1,200 




Knowledge Management Winner 知識贏家 Zhi shi ying jia Chinese newspapers -- 
Taiwan.  Electronic 
journals.
TBMC (Transmission 
Books & Microinfo 
Company, Taipei, Taiwan 
漢珍圖書)
Chinese China Times This full-text database contains the 
complete family of The China Times, 
including the China Times (1994-present), 
the Commercial Times (1994-present), and 




KPM 조선언론정보기지 Chosŏn ŏllon chŏngbo kiji North Korea  DPRK Korean [Tokyo] : Korea 
Media Co.
Full-text database includes six major 
daily/weekly North Korean newspapers, 
and fifteen monthly/quarterly journals.
http://dprkmedia.com/ 
21
Kyobo Scholar 교보 스콜라 Kyobo Mun'go Suk'olla Panmun Korean Kyobo Book Centre A multi-disciplinary full-text database, 
including 624 scholarly journal articles 
published by academic societies and 
research centers in South Korea. The 
journal titles are arranged by 10 subject 
categories: Humanities; Linguistics & 
Literature; Social Science; Economy & 
Management; Law; Art & Physical; Natural 
Science; Engineering; Medical & Pharmacy; 
and Agricultural & Sciences. 
http://scholar.dkyobobook.co.kr/main.laf
1240
Late Qing Dynasty Periodical Full-text Database 
(1833-1911)
晚清期刊全文数据库 (1833-1911) Wan Qing qi kan quan wen shu 
ju ku (1833-1911)
Full-text of Chinese 
periodicals from 1833-
1911.
Shanghai Library Chinese Editorial 
Department of 
CNBKSY (Quan Guo 
Bao Kan Suo Yin 
全国报刊索引)
This database contains over 500,000 pieces 
of historical documents and journal articles 
from 500 periodicals published during the 
Opium War, the Westernization 
Movement, the Reform Movement of 









East View Publications Chinese, Non-
CJK
Beijing da xue fa 
zhi xin xi zhong xin
Online database of statutes and legal 
information presented by Chinalawinfo Co. 
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Maisaku (Mainichi Shinbun Online Database) マイサク (Mainichi Shinbun Online Database)Maisaku (Mainichi Shinbun 
Online Database)
Multiple vendors Japanese Mainichi 
Shinbunsha
The Mainichi Shimbun is the one of 3 





Moazine 모아진 : 전자 잡지 서비스. Moazine : chŏnja chapchi sŏbisŭ. Korean periodicals -- 
Databases.
Nurimedia Korean Kyŏnggi-do 
Sŏngnam-si : 
Moajin
A full-text database, containing 267 most 
popular magazines in South Korea, 
provides simultaneous access and 
concurrent reading service to newly 
published magazines and their back  issues 
up to 10 years. 
http://www.moazine.com/
267
Modern Chinese Periodicals 近代期刊数据库 jin dai qi kan shu ju ku Chinese Beijing Guotu 
Bookstore of the 
NLC 北京国图书店
Tens of thousands of pre-1949 periodicals. 
http://qk.nlcpress.com
Modern newspaper in China, 1840-1949 近代报纸数据库, 1840-1949 Jin dai bao zhi shu ju ku, 1840-
1949
Zhongguo li shi wen xian zong ku  208 selected Chinese 
newspapers; expected 
to have 500 
newspapers digitized 
in 2022.
National Library of China 
Publishing House
Chinese National Library of 
China Publishing 
House
Include 208 selected Chinese newspapers; 




National Palace Museums Periodicals Online 故宮文物月刊學術季刊資料庫 Gu gong wen wu yue kan xue 
shu ji kan zi liao ku
FlySheet Info-Aggregate 
Services Co., Ltd. 
飛資得知識服務股份有
限公司
Chinese National Palace 
Museum (Taipei)
The National Palace Museum Monthly of 
Chinese Art 
https://www.npm.gov.tw/en/Article.aspx?s
No=05010545,1983- ; NPM Research 




National Social Sciences Database 国家哲学社会科学学术期刊数据库 Guo jia zhe xue she hui ke xue 
xue shu qi kan shu ju ku
Chinese Chinese Academy 




Contains 2,000+ current periodicals of 
social science and humanities, of which 




New Nonmun 학지사 뉴논문 Hakchisa nyunonmun Hakchisa Korean Sŏul T'ŭkpyŏlsi : 
Hakchisa
A full-text and multi-disciplinary database.
http://www.newnonmun.com/ 
1000
Nexis UNI (fomer Lexis-Nexis Academic) LexisNexis Legal & 
Professional
Non-CJK LexisNexis Legal & 
Professional
https://p.widencdn.net/0giuwb/Nexis-Uni--
Content-Listing--August-2019   
A comprehensive full-text database of 
major national and regional newspapers, 
legal materials, company news and country 
profiles. Includes English-language 
newspapers, magazines, news agencies 
and news sources, including some from 
East Asia: China Daily, China Today, China 
Business Newswire, South China Morning 
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Nikkei Telecom (All Contents Plan) 日経テレコン (All Contents Plan) Nikkei Telecom (All Contents 
Plan)
Multiple vendors Japanese Nihon Keizai 
Shinbunsha
This business information database 
includes full-text searches to more than 
500 reliable sources (newspapers, journal 
articles, and pertinent information on 
companies, businessmen, and statistics, 




Nikkei Telecom (Nikkei Content Plan) 日経テレコン (Nikkei Content Plan) Nikkei Telecom (Nikkei Content 
Plan)
Multiple vendors Japanese Nihon Keizai 
Shinbunsha
The Nikkei Content Plan Sources package 




North-China Daily News & Herald Newspapers 
and Hong Lists (1850-1951)
字林洋行中英文报纸全文数据库 (1850～1951)Zi lin yang hang zhong ying wen 
bao zhi quan wen shu ju ku 
(1850-1951)
Shanghai Library Chinese, Non-
CJK
Shanghai Library The North-China Daily News & Herald was 
a British-founded press agency in Shanghai 
in the 1800s. The company published a 
number of Chinese and English 
newspapers, which recorded in detail the 
social events and historical developments 









People's Daily (1946-present) 人民日报 (1946-present) Ren min ri bao Multiple vendors Chinese Ren min ri bao she People’s Daily is the official newspaper of 
the Central Committee of the Communist 




ProQuest Historical Newspapers - Chinese 
Newspapers Collection
ProQuest Non-CJK ProQuest Includes 12 English-language Chinese 
historical newspapers published from 1832-
1953. Titles included are the North China 
Herald (1850-1941), the Chinese repository 
(1832-1851),  Chinese recorder (1868-
1941), and China weekly review (1923-
1950). Several short run periodicals of the 
Republican era are the Canton Times (1919-
1920), China Critic (1939-1946), China 
Monthly Review (1950-1953), China Press 
(1925-1938), Millard's China National 
Review (1919-1919), Millard's Review of 
the Far East (1919-1921), Peking Daily 
News (1914-1917), Peking Gazette (1915-
1917), Peking Leader (1918-1919), 
Shanghai Gazette (1919-1921), Shanghai 
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Renmin University of China Social Sciences 
Database , 1995-
中国人民大学复印报刊资料 全文数据库 Zhongguo ren min da xue fu yin 
bao kan zi liao quan wen shu ju 
ku
Chinese Renmin University 
of China
The database covers a variety of subjects in 
social sciences and humanities related to 
Chinese studies. It includes indexes to over 





RISS. Research Information Service System Korea Education & 
Research Information 
Service (KERIS)







RISS International is an integrated 
database search of full-text journal 
databases (include KISS and DBPia), and 
provides links to those databases. It also 
services theses & dissertations held in 
more than 150 universities in South Korea, 
and over 7 million bibliographic records.
http://intl.riss.kr/
2500
Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury 大美晚报 Da mei wan bao Chaoxing Non-CJK Da Mei wan bao 
she
An English language newspaper in 
Shanghai, China, the newspaper represents 




Shen Bao (1872-1949) 申报 (1872-1949) Shen bao (1872-1949) Shanghai (China) -- 
Newspapers.  &nbsp;
Multiple vendors Chinese Shanghai Shen bao 
she
Established in 1872, Shen Bao was the 
most influential and longest lasting 
commercial newspaper in China until the 




Shun tian shi bao  1907-1930 (Dacheng) 大成順天時报数据库 Shuntian shi bao shu ju ku Chaoxing (Super Star) Chinese http://stshibao.dachengdata.com/home/in
dex
1
Sinica Sinoweb (Academia Sinica) 台灣經典人文學刊庫 Taiwan jing dian ren wen xue 
kan ku
East View Publications Chinese United Digital 
Publications Co. 
Ltd.
This database gives access to past and (if 
applicable) current issues of the Sinological 
periodicals published by the Academia 
Sinica in Taiwan from 1923 to 2013.
http://sinoweb.udpweb.com.tw/
14
Sixth National Population Census Database 第六次全国人口普查数据库 (2010 省級) Di liu ci quan guo ren kou pu cha 
shu ju ku (2010 sheng ji)
East View Publications Chinese Zhongguo xue shu 
qi kan (guang pan 
ban) dian zi za zhi 
she
Includes official data released by the 
Statistics Bureau of China following the 
sixth decennial census in 2010, including 
population data for the whole country, 31 
provinces, centrally administered 





Superstar Journals Database 超星期刊 Chao xing qi kan Chinese perodicals -- 
databases.
Chaoxing (Super Star) Chinese Chaoxing Superstar Journals Database contains more 
than 6,600 full-text Chinese journals 
(including over 1,200 Core journals and 





Superstar Journals Database (UC) 超星期刊 (UC) Chao xing qi kan Superstar Chinese Superstar Superstar Journals Database contains 
6,600 full-text Chinese journals (including 
Core journals and non-mainstream 
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TEPS (Taiwan Electronic Periodical Services) 台灣電子期刊服務網 Taiwan dian zi qi kan fu wu wang Airiti Chinese Hua yi shu wei gu 
fen you xian gong si
TEPS provides full-text (PDF) access to 
academic and research journals published 
from 1991 in Taiwan.
http://www.airitilibrary.com/
2706
The Keijo nippo 京城日報 Keijō nippō Korea -- Newspaper  
Japanese Newspapers 
-- Korea  Korean 
Colonial Period
Japanese Sŏul T 'ŭkpyŏlsi : 
Han'guk T'onggye 
Sŏjŏk,
Official Japanese newspaper in Korea, 
1906-1945
http://www.kstudy.com/kyungsung_new/   
  
1
The Tabloids 1897-1949 小报, 1897-1949 Xiao bao Quan guo bao kan suo yin T bloid newspapers - 
China - Shanghai - 
Databases ; Shanghai 
(China) - Newspapers - 
 Databases.
Shanghai Library Chinese Shanghai tu shu 
guan "Quan guo 
bao kan suo yin" 
bian ji bu 
上海图书馆《全国
报刊索引》编辑部
This database covers over 400 titles of 
tabloids published during 1897-1949, 
mostly in Shanghai, featuring 





The World of Chinese Language and Literature 國文天地雜誌資料庫 Guo wen tian di za zhi zi liao ku Chinese Transmission 




Full texts of the title. Topics cover Chinese 




Translations of the Peking Gazette Online 京報 Jing bao Gazettes - China - 
Databases ; 
Goverment 
publications - China - 




Brill Online Non-CJK Brill Translations of the Peking Gazette Online is 
a database of approximately 8,500 pages 
of English-language renderings for official 
edicts and memorials from the Qing 
dynasty, and covers China’s long 
nineteenth century from the Macartney 
Mission in 1793 to the abdication of the 
last emperor in 1912.Translations of the 
Peking Gazette Online, Brill, Leiden and 




UDNdata 聯合知識庫 (全文報紙庫) Lian he zhi shi ku TBMC (Transmission 
Books & Microinfo Co., 
LTD)
Chinese United Daily News 
Group
The coverage of UDNdata includes 
searchable Taiwanese full-text news from 





Wanfang Data China Online Journals (COJ): 
Medicine & Health
万方数据 中国学术期刊数据库：医药卫生Wanfang shu ju Zhongguo xue 
shu qi kan shu ju ku: Yi yao wei 
sheng
Medicine & HealthMedicine &amp; 
Health&nbsp;医药卫
生









Wanfang Data China Science Periodical Databas, 
CSPD -- Philosophy/politics
万方数据 中国学术期刊数据库- 哲学政法 Wanfang shu ju Zhongguo xue 




Wanfang Data Chinese Wanfang http://c.wanfangdata.com.cn/periodical?cl
ass_code=B
606
Wanfang Data Conference Proceedings 万方数据会议论文库 Wanfang shu ju hui yi lun wen ku Wanfang Data Chinese Wanfang http://xa.wanfangdata.com.cn/ 2200737
Wanfang Data Conference Proceedings 万方数据会议论文库 Wanfang shu ju hui yi lun wen ku Social sciences and 
humanities
Wanfang Data Chinese Wanfang Data http://c.g.wanfangdata.com.cn/Conference
.aspx
5711
Wanfang Data Journals 万方数据期刊库 - 社科人文 Wanfang shu ju qi kan ku - she 
ke ren wen
Social sciences and 
humanities
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Wenhsun journal Database 文讯杂志知识库 Wen xun za zhi zhi shi ku Chinese 文讯杂志社Wenhs
un
Wenhsun Journal Database was developed 
based on the 362 print issues of this 
journal. The Wenhsun Journal was 
established on July 1, 1983 in Taiwan, and 
includes 1-362 issues from July 1983 - 
December 2015. In addition, it also 
includes records of major events in the 
literary circle of Taiwan in the past 30 
years, as well as the literary traditions 









The Wise News Archive, also called 
WiseNews, is updated every day with items 
from over 1,500 content providers, 
including all 19 Chinese and English 
newspapers of Hong Kong, and a large 
number of other top-tier newspapers, 
magazines, newswires, TV, and radio 




Yomidas Rekishikan ヨミダス歴史館 Yomidas Rekishikan Multiple vendors Japanese Yomiuri Shinbunsha Yomiuri Shinbun (newsapaper) online 
database. Coverage: Meiji, Taisho, Showa 
(1874-1898); Heisei (1986-); The Japan 





Yomidas Rekishikan (After Heisei Era) ヨミダス歴史館 (平成以降コース) Yomidas Rekishikan (Heisei ikō 
kōsu)
Multiple vendors Japanese Yomiuri Shimbun Yomiuri Shinbun (newspaper) online 
database. Coverage: Heisei (1986-); The 
Japan News (1989-); Gendai Jinmeiroku.
https://database.yomiuri.co.jp/about/en/ 
3
Yomidas Rekishikan Add-on Content: Regional 
Sections (Showa Era 1933-2001)
ヨミダス歴史館オプション: 昭和の地域版Yomidas Rekishikan opushon: 
Shōwa no chiikiban
Multiple vendors Japanese Yomiuri Shinbunsha Yomidas Rekishikan contains 2.76 million 





Zhong gong dang shi qi kan shu ju ku (-1949) 中共党史期刊数据库(-1949) Zhong gong dang shi qi kan shu 
ju ku (-1949)
Zhongguo gong chan 
dang - Hisory - 
Databases ; 
Communism - China - 
Databases.
Chaoxing (SuperStar) Chinese Chaoxing 
(SuperStar)
This resource contains over 300 
periodicals, as published by the 
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Academic Image 学术图片库（海外版） Xue shu tu pian ku (Hai wai ban) Chinese Online Image/Photograph CNKI 中国知网 Nearly 2.94 million images focused on history, literature, philosophy, and economics.  http://ailt.cnki.net/CN/Default.aspx
Apabi Digital Library (Fine arts) 中华数字书苑. 图片库 Zhonghua shu zi shu yuan. Tu pian ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph
Beijing Fang zheng Apabi ji shu 
you xian gong si 
北京方正阿帕比技术有限公
司
 The database includes the following forms of art works: fine art, calligraphy, folk 
art, communism-related art, excavated art objects, old-time photographs, ancient 
art designs, classic painting techniques, book illustrations, clothing and decoration, 
two-dimension modern graphic designs, etc.  
http://www.apabi.com/jigou/?pid=about&cult=CN#a
10000
Apabi Tu pian ku (image) database 阿帕比图片库 Apabi tu pian ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph Apabi https://libguides.princeton.edu/ealdbs/chinese#s-lg-box-8717323 200000
Artbase
中国艺术教育课堂 (also named 
雅昌艺术教育课堂)
Zhongguo yi shu jiao yu ke tang Chinese Online Image/Photograph
China Educational Publications 
Import & Export Co. 中国教图 Chinese artwork; images and artists' information.  https://www.artbase.cn/
Asian Film Online Asian studies Non-CJK Streaming Film/Video
Alexander Street, a ProQuest 
Company
Asian Film Online offers a view of Asian culture as seen through the lens of the 
independent Asian filmmaker.  http://alexanderstreet.com
1300
China Art Digital Library 中国艺术作品库 Zhongguo yi shu zuo pin ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph CNKI 中国知网 Includes 464 art albums, nearly 780,000 art images and nearly 720,000 literature titles.  http://cadt.cnki.net/cadt_cn/#/
China TV News Database Chinese Streaming Audio/Music
The database contains news from more than 200 key TV stations including China 
Central TV and local TV stations in China.  Its subjects cover news on China’s 
politics, economy, society, culture, diplomacy, military affairs, science, technology, 
and other fields.          http://columbia.tvmvd.com/
China's Cultural Revolution in Memories: The 
CR/10 Project
CR/10 Project, The Chinese, Non-CJK Streaming Film/Video
University Library System, 
University of Pittsburgh
This collection contains video interviews with people who went through the 
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) and with younger Chinese born after the 
Revolution.  Each interview lasts about  10 minutes, hence the name of the project, 
CR/10.  All videos are subtitled in English. The project was initiated by the East 
Asian Library of the University Library System, University of Pittsburgh in 2015.  The 
collection, transcription, and translation of interviews began in 2015 and continues 




Chinese Calligraphy Database 中华书法数据库 Zhonghua shu fa shu ju ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph
China International Book 
Trading Corporation 
中国国际图书贸易集团公司
7,000+ calligraphy works with annotations.  http://calligraphy.ancientbooks.cn/
Chinese Film and Newsreel Scripts from the 
Cultural Revolution Online
Chinese Online Image/Photograph
Zhong yang xin wen ji lu dian 
ying zhi pian chang (Central 
Newsreel and Documentary 
Film Studio)
This online resource is based upon a microfilm set entitled "The Chinese Filmscript 
and Advertisement Collection." Text images are of intermediate quality, and not full-
text searchable. The collection is arranged into four series: 1) Advertisements and 
Film Description Series, 1953-1966; 2) Documentary and Newsreel Scripts, 1946 (?)-
1985; 3) Feature Filmscripts, undated; and 4) Newspaper Clipping Scrapbook, 1950-
1959.  https://libguides.princeton.edu/ealdbs/chinese#s-lg-box-9915499
1750
Chinese Language and Culture Library 中国语言文化数据库 Zhongguo yu yan wen hua shu ju ku Chinese Streaming Film/Video China Educational Publications Import & Export Co. 中国教图 Resources on Chinese culture and language learning.  http://www.clclibrary.com/
Chinese Picture Story Books Digital Library 中国连环画数字图书馆
Zhongguo lian huan hua shu zi tu shu 
guan
Chinese Online Image/Photograph
China International Book 
Trading Corporation 
中国国际图书贸易集团公司
A digital library of more than 4,000 Chinese picture books accompanied with 
approximately 700 audio files.  http://sy.sinocomic.com/
Chinese Political Prisoner Photograph Collection, 
1924-1946
Non-CJK Online Image/Photograph University Library System, 
University of Pittsburgh
The collection includes 104 photographs of Chinese political prisoners (all males) 
taken between 1924 and 1946. Each of the photographs is 2 x 1 inches in size and 
has information handwritten on the back—usually the French form of the prisoner’s 




Dian-shi-zhai Pictorial Full-text Database 1884-1898 点石斋画报 Dianshizhai hua bao Chinese Online Image/Photograph CNBKSY, Shanghai Library 上海图书馆 http://www.cnbksy.com 1
Digital Image Collections of Republic of 
China（1911 - 1949)
民国图片数据库 Minguo tu pian shu ju ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph National Library of China Publishing House http://www.minguotupian.com/NLC 2019-08 70000
Films on Demand Non-CJK Streaming Film/Video Infobase
An online video collection that provides unlimited access to 300,000 video clips in 
numerous subject areas, including films on Asia, China, Japan, and Korea.  
https://iucat.iu.edu/catalog/15170688  
120
History Culture Series 진인진역사문화시리즈 Chininjin yŏksa munhwa sirijŭ Korean Streaming Film/Video Zininzin
The multimedia contents database contains subjects such as Korean history, art 
history, and culture.  It allows users to store and download text and photos quickly 
and easily for use in the classroom.  http://www.hisculture.co.kr/
17
2020 Selected Audio-Visual and Multimedia Databases by Subscription in East Asian Studies
Audio-Visual and Multimedia Databases 1
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Japanese Historical Maps Japanese Online Map
East Asian Library, University 
of California - Berkeley
The Japanese Historical Maps Collection contains early maps of Japan and of the 
World.  The maps were selected by Yuki Ishimatsu, then Head of Japanese 
Collection, UC, Berkeley. http://www.lunacommons.org/luna/servlet/RUMSEY~9~1
2300
Kanopy Kanopy Non-CJK Streaming Film/Video
Kanopy provides access to over 26,000 award-winning documentaries, feature films, 
and training films on all topics.  There are a small number of representative 
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Asian documentaries and commercial films available 
in the Kanopy Streaming system.  https://help.kanopy.com/hc/en-us
400
National Palace Museum (Taipei, Taiwan) . 
Collection Resources
國立故宮博物院. 典藏資源 Guo li gu gong bo wu yuan. Dian cang zi 
yuan.
Chinese, Non-CJK Online Image/Photograph National Palace Museum 
(Taipei, Taiwan)
Includes more than 10 databases in painting, calligraphy, rare books, government 
documents and archives, ceramics, bronzes, jades, and curios (stationery, tusks, 
woods, bones, lacquers, silk tapestries, etc.).   
https://www.npm.gov.tw/Article.aspx?sNo=02000019
5004
Nineteenth Century Collections Online: Asia and 
the West
Asia and the West Non-CJK Online Image/Photograph Gale
Includes history of British and U.S. foreign policy and diplomacy; Asia political, 
economic, and social affairs; the Opium Wars; the Boxer Rebellion; missionary 
activity in Asia; etc.  Formats include letters, diaries, nautical charts, maps, shipping 
ledgers, company records, expedition reports, and survey reports.   
http://www.gale.com/c/ncco-asia-and-the-west-diplomacy-and-cultural-exchange
0
Socialism on Film The Cold War and International PropagandaNo -CJK Streaming Film/Video
Adam Matthew, a Sage 
Publishing Company
Socialism on Film documents the communist world from the Russian Revolution 
through to the late 1980s.  This documentary, films, and newsreel series features all 
aspects of life behind the Iron Curtain, as seen by filmmakers from the USSR, 
Vietnam, Cuba, China, East Germany, Eastern Europe and more.     
https://www.amdigital.co.uk/primary-sources/socialism-on-film
Taiwan Image Explorer : Georeferenced Historical 
Photographs 1895-1945
臺灣百年寫真／GIS資料庫 Taiwan bai nian xie zhen / GIS zi liao ku Chinese Online Image/Photograph




25,000 photos from 1895 to 1945 enriched with geographic data.  Also includes full 
texts of books in history and geography, and government publications.  
https://twoldim.infolinker.com.tw/
25000
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About 60 libraries and museums in North America have participated in the annual CEAL statistics 





1) To find out the reasons why some libraries dropped out from data submission or submitted 
partial data; 
2) To find ways that CEAL can further help colleagues with this annual task. 
 
Responses & Results 
 
The online survey (with 10 key questions) was sent to 60 CEAL statistics coordinators and open for 
input from Sept. 8, 2020 through Sept. 30, 2020. 
 
The survey response rate was 78.3% (47 out of 60), and not all answered every question. The main 
findings are as follows: 
 
1. 42 libraries (91% of responses) indicated they participate in the CEAL Statistics survey every 
year.  
2. Top ranking of main reasons preventing institutions from submitting statistics: 
#1.  “Lack of library support for data collection.”  
#2.  “System limitation to provide data” and “lack time to collect needed data.”  
#3.  “not a priority” and “inability to get required data”    
3. Concerning whether they have sufficient support from library administration for collecting 
statistics data, 18 libraries (39%) strongly agree, 15 libraries (32.6%) somewhat agree, only 4 
libraries (8.7%) somewhat disagree and strongly disagree.    
4. Helpfulness of creating a "CEAL Library membership" category in terms of getting support of 
CEAL statistics data collection at an institutional level. Most responded from “maybe helpful” 
(43%) to “not helpful” and “very unhelpful” (30%). In addition, considering 42 institutions 
submit the CEAL statistics data every year, the committee concluded that the creation of a “CEAL 
Library Membership” is unnecessary.    
5. Many expressed the need for training on new feature(s) or regular training every few years, 
which the committee will take into consideration in addition to continuous one-on-one 
communication for statistics input assistance. 
 
Submitted by  
 
CEAL Statistics Committee 
Vickie Doll, University of Kansas 
Dongyun Ni, University of Hawai’i at Manoa 
Wen-ling Liu, Indiana University 
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CEAL Statistics Special Survey 2020 
This survey solicits feedback on CEAL statistics data collection and institutional support. Your 
feedback will be used to assess how CEAL can provide further assistance. The survey will be 
closed on Wednesday, September 30, 2020 (CDT 23:55:00). 
This survey has 10 questions which will take about 5-10 minutes to complete 
 
 




# Answer % Count 
1 Every year (proceed to next page) 91.30% 42 
2 Often but not every year 2.17% 1 
3 Not in the past 5 years 4.35% 2 
4 Don't know or not sure 2.17% 1 
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Q2 - Please rank the reasons why your library did NOT submit the CEAL Statistics from (1) 
the most relevant to (5) the least relevant. [Drag and drop the more relevant to the top.] 
 
# Question 1  2  3  4  5  Total 
1 Lack of library support for data collection 50.00% 2 25.00% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 25.00% 1 4 
2 System limitation to provide data 25.00% 1 25.00% 1 50.00% 2 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 4 
3 I didn't have time to collect needed data 25.00% 1 25.00% 1 50.00% 2 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 4 
4 Not a priority for my responsibility 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 75.00% 3 25.00% 1 4 
5 Other 0.00% 0 25.00% 1 0.00% 0 25.00% 1 50.00% 2 4 
 
Q3 - Please provide any additional reasons or comments in response to the question 
above. 
What's the point of collecting the data if the data isn't accurate. I could see bigger libraries to use the data in 
someway to get grant. But it is almost useless for smaller libraries. For those with only 1 librarian, this adds too 
much work. 
We don't collect our data in the way it is being requested 
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Q4 - Do you agree that you get sufficient support from your main library administration 
for collecting the data you need? 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Strongly agree 39.13% 18 
2 Somewhat agree 32.61% 15 
3 Neither agree nor disagree 19.57% 9 
4 Somewhat disagree 2.17% 1 
5 Strongly disagree 6.52% 3 
 Total 100% 46 
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Q5 - To what extent would this make your data collection easier:  If CEAL creates a new 
"CEAL Library membership" category (without fee charge) that would include 
institutional responsibility to submit CEAL statistics data. 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Very helpful 12.77% 6 
2 Somewhat helpful 14.89% 7 
3 Maybe helpful 42.55% 20 
4 Not helpful 25.53% 12 
5 Very unhelpful 4.26% 2 
 Total 100% 47 
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Q6 - Any additional suggestions concerning CEAL Statistics data collection and support?  
Please select any categories below and comment in Q.7. 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Participation in CEAL Statistics annual data collection 6.67% 4 
2 Get institutional support 8.33% 5 
3 CEAL Statistics data collection process 8.33% 5 
4 CEAL Statistics annual report 5.00% 3 
5 CEAL Statistics Database 3.33% 2 
6 CEAL Statistics data collection training or workshop 23.33% 14 
7 Other 6.67% 4 
8 No (proceed to the next page) 38.33% 23 
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Q7 - Please provide comments in response to marked subject(s) above. 
Please provide comments in response to marked subject(s) above. 
It'd be helpful to provide such training every few years as new data may be collected and the person who is 
responsible for answering the survey may change over time. 
Learn how to collect data correctly and fast. 
CEAL Statistics Collection training would help enhance the quality of data collection and data consistency across 
CEAL libraries. 
Currently, there is no training or workshop for CEAL Statistics data collection. It would be great if CEAL can organize 
such training. 
There is currently no training or workshop for CEAL Statistics data collection. It would be great if CEAL can organize 
such training. 
1. For non-CJK materials “about” East Asia:  for institutions with a separate East Asian library, this might be easy but 
for us, where non-CJK materials are integrated into the general collection, gathering this data is problematic.   2. 
There are some questions about the source of acquisition. It might not be essential to evaluate the strength of our 
collections. 3. Is there any possibility to decrease the number of questions regarding non-print physical pieces? 
Review of the current questionnaires in CEAL statistics database; doing some necessary updates and simplifies some 
questions 
I would benefit from a refresher workshop on CEAL statistics, particularly with an expert who understands data 
extraction from the Alma ILS. 
For ease of entry, it would great to be able to upload the data via a spreadsheet.  for example, it could work like this:  
library downloads a spreadsheet to fill out, with all the data to be filled on a "main" sheet; library then collects all 
data on other sheets that it creates as needed filling out "main" datasheet as formula.  When done, upload sheet 
and CEAL pulls data from main sheet to populate the form. 
CEAL data collection is the sole responsibility of Asian Studies librarian at my institution. No support is expected 
from the main library. 
There is always the case that certain statistics are not collected locally, or are only collected in the aggregate, with 
no breakdown. We always need to make some adjustments. 
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# Answer % Count 
1 1-3 times a year 65.22% 30 
2 1-3 times a month 2.17% 1 
3 Seldom to none 32.61% 15 
 Total 100% 46 
 
Q8_7_TEXT - Other 
Other - Text 
Not a priority since we are not an academic or research institution 
Training for gathering e-resource data would be helpful. 
CEAL stats is critically important to us and we refer to it often for reporting purposes. Hope more institution would 
participate in to fill the stats. 
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Q9 - Your library's East Asian language physical volume holdings: 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
4 Below 100,000 volumes 15.56% 7 
5 Between 100,000 and 500,000 volumes 51.11% 23 
6 Above 500,000 volumes 33.33% 15 
 Total 100% 45 
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Q10 - What best describes your area of responsibilities? [Choose all that apply.] 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Collection development/bibliographer/subject specialist 35.00% 35 
2 Digital scholarship 8.00% 8 
3 Electronic resources/ metadata resources/library technology 9.00% 9 
4 Library administration/administrative support 20.00% 20 
5 Reference/user services 19.00% 19 
6 Technical services 7.00% 7 
7 Other 2.00% 2 
 Total 100% 100 
 
Q11_7_TEXT - Other: 
Other - Text 
rare book room curator 
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